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MICROANALYTIC SIMULATiON OF HOUSEHOLDBEHAVIOR*
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE MICROANALYTIC
SIMULATION MODEL
in' I-IAROLu \V. GUTIIRIE
Surely the most vexing condition that plagues social scienceresearch is the great
heterogeneity of the human population. There is great variationbetween persons
with respect to their capabilities for working,their tastes as consumers, and their
responses to income changes. Also, agiven person. as he proceeds through his
life cycle will display many different kinds ofbehavior over time. Social scientists
have faced the tasks of formulating a meaningfuldescription and developing an
analytic structure for understanding human behaviorby resorting to both extreme
abstraction and minute but incomplete details of reality.Given that one function
of social science should be to furnish guidancefor public policy, the results of
social science research have been disappointing. Wehave offered a mixture of
deductive theory too highly simplified to be veryrelevant to real world issues and
inductive empirical findings too remote from asystematic view of a socioeconomic
structure-
On its part, government, especially the Federal government,has implemented
both macro and micro policy measures on the basisof very scanty information
about the expected effects of those policies. Forexample, we still know very little
about the dynamics of an inflationary processand about the dynamics of a
deteriorating labor market. With respect to micropolicy, Congress has legislated
and adminstrators must operate a vast array ofspecial programs aimed at specific
subgroups of a heterogeneous population.
One example of a totally chaotic approach topublic policy making has been
called "American Roulette" and refers tothe legislative and administrative
processes concerning health carein the United States) Lacking awell-designed
plan for provision of health care, a very largenumber of "health publics." each
with its own highly specific self interest, is servedby as many as 24 different Federal
offices. The resulting combination of a primarilyprivate medical sector and a
* Presented at the NBER Conference on the Role of the Computer iii Econoniic,ind Social
Research in Latin America. Cuetnasaca, Mexico. 1971.
Christa Altenstetter. "American Roulette: NationalHealth Policy-Making and Health Pro-
grams Implementation." The Urban Institute.Washington. D.C. Working Paper 107-20.
141jumble of public programs oriented to special needsproduces extremeinequality in the opportunity to live a healths' life. The social andeconomicconseqiienc5 of this inequality are issues seldom raised and neversYstematically analy'ed
What is needed is a dynamic and comprehensivemodel 0 orsocioecorn;c sysLeill Eu guide lorinulation of public pohc. An idealmodel woul(l berich in heterogeneous detail: it would include all of thedominant relationshi5and variables that describe human behaviorit would allosasseSsflleiit of aWide variety of social needs: it would be a tool forevaluating theprospectis'e Costs and benefits of alternative proposals for changingpublic policy.
This paper describes a model anda methodology that theauthors believe is a first step toward the construction of an ideal model.They are reportinghere the results of efforts to build and testa model that encompasses the
demography of the U.S. population, as it has changedand as it might beexpected to changeover time under alternative assumptionsabout public policy.These effortsare the beginning of' a continuingprocess of expanding the modelto be morecompre- hensive and therefore more useful. Theexpanded model will includethe first stage demographic component reported here.but will also focus, ina second stage,on some important economic issues.
A. MOI)EL-RUI![)JNGFOR ECONOHC POLICY
Deductive micro economic theoryhas providedan elegantly logicalpicture of a heterogeneous world byassuming exact and simplerelationships, usually unspecified. This degree ofabstraction of the complexreal world has ledto a model superior to all othersyet developed in itscomprehensiveness and its abilityto reflect an economicsystem of interdependentactivities. Only rarely,however have data been availableto allow specification oftherelationships to the degreerequired for many public policyquestions, Even withspecification this simplifiedapproach can lead only to single valueestimates for large andheterogeneotisgroups. The advent ofaggregative nationalaccounts data and electroniccomputers brought a new kind ofcapability to producesimultaneous equationeconometric models. These models1cused on fluctuationsof the nationalproduct in highly specific terms; they haveprovided useful guidancein the formulationof macro- economic policy. But theeconometric models, even whenthey are broken down into many sectorsand subsectors donot give many insights intothe distributional effects of macropolicy.
While the importanceof macro policy isnot to be minimized, thepolicy needs of our presentworld are becomingincreasingly orientedto micro policy issues. We need to knowmore than we arenow capable of knowingabout the distribu- tional dynamics ofpopulation change, taxsystems, and transferpayment systems. The decade of the60's broughtnew awareness of socialand economic inequities and proposals ofmicro policiesto reduce the inequities.Given our present methodology in thesocial sciences,we can only speculate aboutthe long-run effects of these policiesThe need, then,is for a method oflooking at economicand social proccsscs in a dynamictime dimension butalso in as great detailas possible. As Orcutt hasexplained elsewherechanges in stiteover time for any given variety of elementscan easily beconceptualized in terms ofamatrix of transitional
142probabilities.2 Given specification of the transitional probabilities, this approach
would allow extension of the model through time and would allow microanalysis
of distributional effects. The number and the complexity of the matrices required
to achieve a comprehensive socioeconomic model not only boggles the mind but
would choke even the most advanced electronic computer.
B. PURPOSEAND DEsIGN OF A MIcROANALYTIc SIMuLATIoNMODEL
In 1961 Orcutt and his former colleagues at Harvard University, Martin
Greenberger, John Korbel, and Alice Rivlin, published the results of their pioneer-
ing attempt, started some five years earlier, to build a new kind of model.3 This
model, involving sample representation of decision making units as well as
Monte Carlo simulation methods for its solution, laid the foundation for further
efforts to provide a basis for policy decisions that would capture the heterogeneity
of human behavior.
Three underlying themes form part of the rationale for this kind of simula-
tion model:
The main goal of such efforts is to provide information as input10a
decision process leading to the formulation of public policy. While there is
methodological ground-breaking to be done, the guiding spirit of the earlier,
present, and continuing efforts has as its main focus the fact that wisepublic
policy choices must be made from a wide range of options. The methodology of
the model is specifically designed to evaluate alternative social policies by simula-
tion prior to selection of a single policy for implementation.
The output from the model may well have implications for aggregative
measures of social veIl-being, but its principal usefulness liesin its value as a
descriptor of the distribution of the population with respect to given characteris-
tics. Thus the model takes as given that the world of social behavior is extremely
complex, that the persons and families who make individual decisions vary widely
in their states or conditions, and that proper evaluation of social policy must
include an examination of its effect on small subgroups of the population. The
microanalytic focus of the model attempts to reflect the heterogeneity of the real
world.
The model reflects another aspect of reality in that it recognizes that
economic behavior and certain elements of social behavior are so closely linked
that they should not he separated by traditional disciplinary lines. For example,
the welfare position of poor families is determined at least partly by the sizeof
families. Understanding poverty as a social phenomenon therefofe requires under-
standing reproduction as a social process.
The design of the model requires an initial population base at a point in time.
The initial population could be arbitrarily designated or itcould be a sample
representation of the real world. In the demographic model reported here two
Guy H. Orcutt, "Microanalytic Models and Their Solution" inMathematical Model Building
in Economics and Indusir,London: Charles Griffin & Company Ltd., 1970.
Guy H. OrcutI, Martin Greenberger, John Korbel, and Alice M. Rivlin. Microanalysis of
Socioecono,,:ic Systems: A Simulation Study,Harper & Row, 1961.
143IIIIIII1 poptihitionsWCFC (NC&Ithe II ,000 samPleof the I 960Census otPopula-
tion and the l9(7Survey of Economic
Opportunity.4The initialpopulation is
then moved forwardthrough time inannual intervalsby in putingchanges inthe characteristics of' thepersons or imputingcertain events.Theseimputationsarc
based on relationshipsthat have been
(IISCOVCICd throughvarious 1 esearch
cfl'orts
in tl)e socialscienec. Therelationshipsarc referred toas operating
characteristics.
The imputationproceeds by matchinga tandom numbergeneratedwithin the
computer againsta calculatedprobability ofoccurrence fora givenevent fora
given person: thisis the Monte Carlosimulationprocess. Forexample.suppose
the mortalityrate for 85year old whitemales is 20percent. Auniformlydistri-
buted randomnumber will begenerated for theevent, death, foreachperson 01
that descriptionin the sample.Any person forwhom therandom numberfalls in
the bottom 20percent of therandom numbersrange will heassumed tohave died.
Selection of theoperatingcharacteristics isobviously a crucialelementin the
design of thesimulation model.Ideally. theoperatingcharacteristicswill consist
of causalrelationshipsor representationsof beliefsand attitudesthatmotivate
human behavior.In the modelpresented here,the imputationof birthsbest
approximates thisideal becausethe operating
characteristics forma sub-model






changes in maritalstatus will bepresented here.Operatingcharacteristicsfor
deaths andeducation havealso beendeveloped andthey will hedescribed in
forthcomingpublications. Weattempt to validateeach operating
characteristic
as it is developedin orderto he assuredthat weare at leastportrayingaccurately
the real worldof the past.Currentlywe are using the1/1,000 sampleof the 1960
Census asan initial population
and comparingour annualsimulationresults with
vital statisticsfor thedecade of the1960's. Forthe purposeof projectingthe future
behavior ofhousehold,we have to relyon our own bestjudgment,as well as the
insights ofother socialscientists, aboutchanges inour operating
characteristics
over time.
Research effortsare underway to expandthemicroanalyticdemographic
model toa comprehensive
representation oftheeconomic behaviorof households.
Buildingupon thedemographicbase weare well advancedtowardspecifying
operatingcharactertsticsconcerning laborforceparticipation,weeks worked.
annual earnings,receipts oftransferpayments. theyield onearningassets held
by fatuities,income taxliabilities,disposableincome, andsaving outof income.
\Ve arepreparing tohe able toproject theeffects ofvariousmanpowerprograms
that are ofspecial interestto the U.S.0111cc ofEconomicOpportunity.our cur-
rent sourceoffunding Wealso expectto he ableto considerpublic policyquestions
relating totransferpaymentsprograms. Anothersignificantsub-modeldevelopedas part of thetotal simulation
modeling etlortisan auxiliarymodel ofoutput and price
movements. Thismodel,
ieveloped byOrcuti. willcomplement themicro modelby providingan economic The I9I7Sure ofEeonornkOpportunity.conducted bythe u.S.Lturcau of theCensus br
the Otliecot Economic
Opportunity.is m large sarnpk
surey whichas stratiticd and hted to
i..ld d dirge




144environment within which the microsimulation can proceed and by serving asa
calibration device for some ol theeconomic variables in the micromodel. The
auxiliary model is described in the next sectionof this paper.
Clearly the developiiieiit 0! suh-iiiüdelsand specilicati°of the operatint!
characteristics requires a substantial inputof the best prod ucts of socialscience
that we can find. But the modelwould he of little use it' we coiikl notimplement
it with simulation runs on a computerThe design of a simulation s stemhas been
a second crucialclement in our modeling etThrt, arid(ieorge Sadowsky describes
the system that he has developedin the concluding section of this paper.
2. TIlE AUXILIARYMODEL
itv GuY H. ORCI'TT
The microanalytic operatingcharacteristics provide the core loi oursimulation
model because the desired outputfrom the modc is the assessmentof the effects
of alternative public policies on thedistribution of income andassets.T he useful-
ness of the coremodel of household behavior canbe greatly enhanced. however.
by an auxiliary aggregativemodel that provides closure.
The value of providing closureis two-fold. In the fIrstplace the micro-
analytic models under developmentneed an environment in which tooperate.
The household sector. alterall, does not operate in a vacuumit is atIcted by
the general condition of theeconomic system as it is reflected inaggregate uneni-
ploynient rates, changes inprice level, and growth rates.In the second place
economists think they knowsomething about the control of someniacrovariables
such as unemployment ratesand changes in price level. Itwould be useful to trace
out the impact of fiscal,monetary, and other policiesoperated at the macrolevel
on the behaviorand well being of individualsand timilies. The macromodel
under development represents afirst step in providing both anenvironment for
the microanalytic models and auseful link to variables which canbe controlled
or at leastinfluenced by available monetaryand tIscal tools.
The simplest expedient t'oi'providing a needed environmentfor the Urban
Institute model of the populationsof individuals arid IimiIieswould be to treat
unemployment, real GNP, pricelevel changes. and l'ractionsof(NP going to
earned income and wealthholders as direct exogenous inputs.The disadvantage
of this approach is that noexplicit account is taken of' theextensi\e interrelated-
ness of these variables orol' the impact on thesevariables of what is going on in
the microanalytic model. Byleaving such variables enttrelyunconnected the user
of the microanalyticmodel would be given a veryunrealistic view of the extent
to which outcomescould he independentlymanipulated by use of policy tools at
the macrolevel. The primaryobjective behind the auxiliaryinacromodel is to take
a useful steptowards capturing the closeinterconnectedness of household input.
from the macrolevel and stillleave points at which policyassumptions could he
entered either by alteration of targetuncmploynieflt or by alterationof' parameter
values. A secondary objective is toprovide a macromodel designed torccei'e
14:5inputs from microanalytic modelsand so extend therange of application
of such models,
in developing an auxiliarymacroanalytic modelextensivesimpljficatjohas been achieved by assumingthat the federalgovernment can andvill causeaggre- gate demand to varyso as to control approximately
the percentageof the labor force which is unemployed.The advantage of thisassumption is thatif total aggregate demand actuallyis controlled bythe federalgovernment itbecomes less critical and possiblyunnecessary for presentpurposes to accountfor therole of non-householdsectors in generatingaggregate demand.The behaviorof the private sector in thisarea is simply regardedas being supplementedor offsetas necessary to achieve a desiredunemployment rategiven past price
movements. Of course this wouldnot do for a modelintended to be usefulin guidingshort-run stabilization efforts. Itis hoped and expectedthat the modeldescribed herewill be useful in tracingout the main longer
run consequences ofmonetary andfiscal policy for householdbehavior and welfare.
In its currentstage of developmentthe followingrelationships formthe infra-structure of themacro-model:5
Target unemploymentrates as specified bythe user oras a user selected function of changein price level.
Unemployment rateas a function of thetarget rate anda laggedun- employment rate.
Labor forceexogenously givenor as an input from
the microanalytic model.
Employment asan identity relatingto unemploymentrate and labor force.
Real GNPas a function oflagged GNP,capital, andemployment. Real gross privatedomestic investmentas a function oflagged invest- ment, GNP, changein GNP, andchange in population
given exogenously or as an input fromthe microanalyticmodel. Real capitalconsumptionas a function oflagged capitalstock. Real capitalstock asan identity relatingto lagged capitalstock, capital consumption, andinvestment.
Implicit pricedeflator forGNP asa function oflagged pricelevel, unemploymentrate and changein unemploymentrate. GNP at currentprices asan identity relatingto price level andreal GNP. Il. Capitalconsumptionallowances atcurrent pricesas a function oflagged capital consumption
allowances andGNP. Net nationalproduct as anidentity relatingto GNP andcapitalconsump- tion allowances.
Indirect businesstaxes as a functionof laggedindirect businesstaxes and net nationalproduct.
National incomeas a functionof laggednational income,net national product andindirect businesstaxes.
A completedescription of theinitial versionof the macromodelwhich has beencomputerized
is availablein UrbanInstitute WorkingPaper 504-!,"An AuxiliaryModel for GeneratingEmploy-
ment. Income,and PriceMovements." byGuy H. Orcuttand Sara D.Kelly.
146At this stage of its development the auxiliarymacromodel should be regarded
as a start toward establishinguseful links between monetary and fiscalpolicies
and a microanalytic model of the populationof individuals and families. It also
is of interest in that it provides for and makesimportant uses of the output ol a
microanalytic model as input into a macroanalyticmodel; for example, the labor
force and population are estimated from themicro-model.
This model has several deficiencies whichhopefully can he reduced with
additional effort. Perhaps the most serious of theseis that the gap between what
policy makers might do at the macrolevel andappropriate alteration of parameter
values in this auxiliary model is still uncomfortablylarge. Also it is unfortunate
but true that, while relationships used in thisauxiliary model do fit past data very
well, important causal relations may not havebeen successfully captured. In
addition, while it may be possible to usefiscal policy and monetary policy to
control the level of aggregate demand while alsoinfluencing the share of GNP
going as a return to wealth holders, thispossibility is not explicitly providedfor
in this auxiliary model as it now stands.
This model has been used to generate a widevariety of outputs including:
ouLputs based on use of observedvalues as equation inputs; outputsobtained
using generated values of endogenousvariables as equation inputs; outputs
involving a replay of history since 1929 withassumed alterations of policy; condi-
tional predictions for the 1970's assumingalternative unemployment rates and
population growth rates; and outputsobtained from sensitivity experiments.
Outputs have been generated bothwith and without suppression of error terms.
The macromodel already developed isconsidered to be one pOtential com-
ponent of a more ambitious andgradually evolving macromodel withseveral
components which interact witheach other and with the micromodel.A time
series data bank plays a key role in thearticulation of macromodel components
with each other and with the micromodel.Each model or model component is
operated in sequence and when it is beingoperated can make use of whatever is
in the time series data bank aswell as add to what is in the bank. Seriesbeing
generated are distinguished from observed orassumed time series so as to facilitate
comparison of generated series withhistorical observations for purposes of test-
ing, alignment and guidance in seekingimprovements. All series in the timeseries
data bank are available for statisticalanalysis and output is generated intabular
or graphical form.
3. BIRTHS
BY GERALD E. PEABODY
Individual family decisions about thenumber of children to have are the most
important factors affecting fertility inthe United States. A couple's desiresabout
the number of children they wish tohave is the best predictor of thenumber of
children they will have. Extensive useof contraception has made itpossible for a
147majority of families to coiitrol themrfertilityto the leveltheydesire. In theGrowtj'i of American Families Studv, a nationalsurvey of fertility COUdtiCte(l Ifll95,' and I 960.1 was found inI 960 that 9percen1 ofthe womenin the UnjEd State intended to use contraception atsonic point in their lil'eloIijt their'-tiIt' I hirty peicent of the couplesin thatstudyhad conipIeteI'plan,ied theirfertilit in the sense that all births were planned eachWOflian Conceived onlyafter COntra ception tise Was stopped so that she couldbecome pregnant,and she hadno nil wan ted hi rt Its.
A model that is to explainadeqimately past frtihtyOr anticipate theprobihJ course of fertility in the future must therefore
incorporate considermbledetail about fitmily planning. The factorsthat influence thecouple's decisionabout the number of children they wishto have must also be includedalong with theiratti- tudes about spacing ol' children.Their propensityto USC contrLCeptjoiiwhen a birth is not desired and theelilcacy with which it isused should beanalyzed In addition to these volitional factors,it is necessary toincorporate thePhYsiological capity of'the couple to hear children,and the variation of thiscapacity over time. The complete model of thehousehold is being developedas a tool to analyze the potential impact of'public policy on theindividual and faniilyFertility is likely to he affected bychanges in attitudesabout desired familysize, either in response to changes in public policyor other factors affectingattitudes, bychanges in the availability ofinformation about existingcontraception devices(agairt possibly, from new publicprograms),bychanges in the technologyof contracep. tion, and soon. By incorporating thesefeatures into thefertility modelwe are well equipped toattempt to anticipate howfertility mightrespond to such changes eIhcted by public policyor other influences.
A. TftEORETI('AJMODEL
The conventionaleconomic approach todecisions at the familylevel is to assume a utility functionfor the timmily,add a budgetandpossiblyother con- straints, and thenmaximize the utilityfunction subjectto these constraimitsThis approach was initiallyapplied to fertility byBecker8some years ago. Beckerwas led to apply theeconotilic theory ofhousehold behaviorto fertility since hefelt that attempts bypsychologit andsociologists had beenunsuccessftil in account- ing for fertilitybehavior whileeconomic factorsappeared to account fora significantif small, fractionoffertilitybehavior Byassuming that childrenare analogous toconsumer durables Beckerconcluded that coupleswith high incomes would want largerfamilies than thosewith low incomes While theempirical testing ofthe CCOflOflijtheory has beenscant, the available evidenceindicates that thereis very little relatiomibetween income and desired numberofchildren Othereconomjc factors, though,do have a signifIcan
R FreedmanP K Wheiptorand A A. ('ampbell
unhli' P/w,zjn, yteri/itianti Population
Grojiy/, (New York1959)
P K Wimeip10A A. Carnphcliand J. F. Patters 'ruth;' and Pamili'Planning in (lit
united Stales,(Priflceto1i1966j
Garb S. Becker,"An EconomicAnal)sI of Fcrul1ty"in Deinograpl,j antiLi'ono,,1j('liwige
ui Dci elnpcd Cownrjt'c
N BE R,(Princeton 1960),
148effect upon fertility; labor force participation of the wile is one such example.
However, much of the work on fertility by economists is flawed by the failure to
incorporate significant social and physiological factors which are crucial to a
complete understanding of fertility.'1 For example, attitudes toward desired
fertility are a complex interaction of social, psychological, economic and other
causes. Completed fertility is determined not only by these desires, but also by the
couple's motivation to meet their desires by controlling excess fertility, and by
fecundity factors which are in part outside the control of the couple. Finally, the
fertility process occurs over a reasonably long time span during which many of
these determining factors may change.
In order to capture this complexity in as much detail as possible, we analyze
several components of fertility separately in a recursive framework. tO No attempt
is made to achieve a closed analytic model in which completed fertility is the
immediate outcome of the model. Rather, the Tholution" of the model is obtained
through the cumulative interactions of the equations over the course of the
simulation. We first assume that each couple determines the number of children
that they wish to have and that they make some decision about the spacing of
their children. Not using contraception after marriage or a birth is considered a
decision in this framework. It will be further assumed that couples who do not
wish to have a child in a given time period will use contraception. Couples will
not wish to conceive either because they have already had their desired number of
children or because they want to delay the date of their next birth. An effective-
ness of contraception use is assigned to those couples who use it. The final factor
incorporated into this model is fecundity, the physiological capacity of the couple
to conceive and bear a child to full term.
These four aspects of fertility have been incorporated into the following
recursive model.
(I) N* = N* (Dem, SES, Att, N)
S = S(Dent, SES. Att, N*. N, S)
EffEff(Dern, SES, Au, N, N*, S. S*)
Fec = Fee (Dem, SES, N, N*, S).
1-lere N* is the number of children the couple wishes to have, It is a function of
the couple's demographic attributes, Dem, including their ages. their ages at
marriage and their race, and of their socioeconomic status, SES, which includes
See Richard A. Easterlin. "Towards a Socioeconomic Theory of Fcrility: Surseof Recct
Research of Economic Factors in American Fertiiitv.in S. 1. Behrrnan. L. Corsa. Jr., and R. Freedman
(Eds.),Fertility and Family Planning: A World ['jew,(Ann Arbor,969)for a review of much of the
economic literature on fertility (including a survey of the empirical basis of the Becker model) and
an examination of some of the shortcomings in the econoillic theory of fertility as developed at that
time. A survey of analytic models constructed by demographers ihat emphasi/e physiological factors
is contained in M. C. Sheps, J. A. Menken. and A. P. Radick. "Probability Models for Family Build-
ing: An Analytic Review,"Demography. vol. 6(May, 1969) pp. 161-183.
iS Further description of this model and the theoretical model underlying it arc contained in
Gerald E. Peabody, "A Simulation Model of Fertility in the United States. "[he Urban Institute.
Working Paper 709-5, April 30, 1971.
149their education, income, labor forcestatus of the wife, andoccup1tjoi1 It nalso be a function of the attitudes andvalues, Att, of the coupleand of thefluniber of children, N, the couplenow has. Given their desirednumbcr of childrenwe determine thecouple'sdesired minimum intervalbetween childrenwhjch isa function of the same set ofindependent variables and inaddition may depend upon the desired number ofchjfdren andsome measure, S, of theSpacing of their previous children. The effectiveness ofcontraceptjo,i usc, Eli, isa function of all of these preceding variables.The fecundity of the couple,Fee, is Primarilya func- tion of the woman'sage, but may also be a functionof N and N* (toallow for example, for the possibility ofvoluntarily sterilization ifNN*) and theother variables indicated.
The number of children thatthe couple have is thendetermined byapplying this model within the simulationframework. In eachyear the couple'sdesired number of children and desiredspacing are determinedso we know whetheror not they desire a birth.Contraception is usedor not dependingUpOfl whethera birth is not or is desired.The birth probabilityis a function of theefficacy of contraception, if used, and thecouple's fecundity. TheMonte Carlotechnique is used to determine if theoccurrence ofa birth is to be imputed.This cycle isrepeated for each year of thesimulation over the fertileperiod of thewoman, and the total number of children thecouple have is determinedby the SUCCC5SiVoutcomes of the Monte Carlo drawingsover the total period of thesimulation. By drawingupon a variety ofsources itis possible tomakereasonable estimates of the equationsin the model. Furtherdetails of theestimations will be given below, buta brief survey is in orderhere. The Growthof AmericanFamilies studies and the NationalFertility Surveys1'provide a twentyyear record of !imilies' attitudestoward family planningand theirsuccess or lack thereofin carrying out their plans.From these studies,data are availableon the desired number of childrenand the efficacy ofcontraception use. Additionaleconomic and Sociologicalresearch and surveysprovide other informationon the desired nurnberofchjldren Dataon the fecundity ofcouples,both the distributionamong Couples of a givenage and the decline offecundity with advancingage, are avail- able from thedemographic andbiological literature,although it issometimes sparse, The biggest datagaps are in attitudesabout Spacing ofchildren, The PrincetonStudy'2did ask aboutspacing desires, butthe publishedresults do not link theseattitudes to thesocioeconomiccharacteristics of the family.
B. SIMULATIONMODEL
The termfecundability has beenapplied bydemographers to themonthly probability thata fecund womanwill Conceive inone month. It isa function of the woman'sage and length of thetime from her lastbirth andmay he expressed as (5) FF.C(j, t)FJ, .F, (age).F(intervaI)
NormanHRyder and CharlesF.Westoff, Reproj((,(,,,int/wLnjf,.(JsliJt. /9(Prj
1971).
'C. F. WestoffR. G. Potter Jr.,P. C. Sagi, andC. G. MishlerFWHIII Groii/, jp
America(Princeton 1961)
150Here F isthe meanvalue of fecundabilitY,Jis a parameter thatreflects the
distribution of fecundity among women.F1 gives the age dependenceof fecundity,
F, incorporates theinfertile period during a pregnancYand a few months fol1oW
ing a birth or miscarriage.
F1 is zero until a womanreaches puberty, quicklyrises o a constalitvalue
for the late teens andtwenties, and then declinesroughly linc'irly to zero at
menopause. Fis zero during a pregnancyand for severalim.nths after a
pregnancy has terminated.For the first two orthree months after abirth or
miscarriage a woman is sterile,and for several additionalmonths her menstru1I
cycles are anovulatory. Thus,the period for which a womanis infecund following
a pregnancy maybe three to five monthsfor a woman who doesnot nurse and
up to a yearfor one who does.
When a couple is not usingcontraception, their birthprobability, by
definition, is their fecundability.Thus for women i inperiod I
PBIRTH(i,t)FFC(i.1).
For any couple that does notwant to give birth we assumethey use contraception.
In this model it isassumed that couples forwhom NN* or S < S* do not
want to give birth. Forthese women the birthprobability is given by
PBIRTH(i, 1)==FEC(i, t)[lEFF(i.t)]
where EFF is the efficacyof contraception use asgiven by equatiOn (3).
C. MODEL IMPLEMENIATION
The first step in thesimulation procedure is toassign the variablesnot
originally in the file to womenin the initial population.For simulationscurrently
being carried out to alignthe model, the 1960Census 1/1000 sampleis being used.
In this sample noinformation is available onthe desired numberof children,
desired spacing, orfecundability, so that eachof these variables mustbe imputed.
In the initial population,values for these variables areassigned to all married
women, and duringthe course of thesimulation they are imputed towomen when
they marry. FecundabilitYand ell'ectiveflCSS mustbe calculated in each yearsince
they depend,respectively, upon thewoman's age and whethercontraception is
used to delay or terminatefertility.
As currentlyimplemented, the desirednumber of children isexpressed as a
set of probabilityfunctions; i.e, the discretedistribution of N* is givenexplicitly.
The probability that acouple will desire nchildren is taken to be givenby
Prob(N4=n)=N'(race, ageatmarriage)
=a-F- h(race) .f,(A,,,) + d,,(race)(Am).
Here race and A(ageatmarriage) are dummyvariab1es for example
raceI, if race=Negro
= o, otherwise.
151A similar relation holds tr.Lexcept that it is a Vector of variables
correspoi)di11 ithe diffireiit ages-at-marriage that aredistinguished Therea5 fr this choice of independent variables has been givenelsewhere.The Mont('arlo procedure is used to assign a dcci rtd number ofchiklicn to et.iiwoman on the basis of this set of probability Junctions.
One important variable that has been omittedis the labor forcestatof' the woman. Women who want to work and doso have a much lower desiredkrtlt. than those who do not work. Tb is variablewill be inch uded whenthe tnt)n segments of the model are implemented. Anotherimportant variablethat hs been omitted is the religion of the fanuly.In the U.S. CatholicsOn averte desire almost a full child more than do Protestantfamilies, while Jewsdesire slightly less children than Protestant fimiljes. However,religion is a ditilcultvariable to incorporate into the simulation framework.In the first place itis notavailable on the census surveys that arc being used for theinitial populationsand so would have to he imputed. More importantly,religion by itself isnot the ord. import1nt factor. The degree of' religiouscoIunl.ittnleflt also has an important
11Uence on fertility, so that we would alsohave to determine howreligious a couple is.The difficulties of making these imputationsare so large that thisvariable ibeing omitted.
Other variables thatare important in determiningcompleted fertility have not been included in equation (8)since they are not very significantfor clesirei/ fertility. Included in thiscategory are education andincome. While fertility does vary considerably with educationand income, itappears that this variationis a result of the relative effectivenessof contraception practiceof differenteducation classes rather than theirattitudes about the numberof' children desiredA final fictot that has been omittedfor now is the higherfertility that ischaracteristic of rural farm areas. part icularlvin the south, relativeto urban areas. The desired minimuminterval is alsoexpressed as a series ofprobabiljt' functions
(9) Prob(S*= n) = S(race, educatior1)
These equations havealso been estimated inthe dummy variableform indicated in equation (8) withtwo dummy variables foreducation to distinguishbetween education of less than highschool gaduae, highschool graduate,and at least some college. Spacing desiresare also known to bea function of the desired number of children,hut this dependencehas not vet beenincorporated We knoof nbodof survey dataavailable that wouldenable us to estimate equation (9) directly,so these equationsare being estimated byconstrainitig the siinulatioii to replicatethe avajla blecensus data on completedintervals. Elilcacy of'contraception use is a functionof the variablesindicated in equation (10).
(JO) EFFEFF(race cducatjo,,intention). Intention is thereason for usingcolitraception: either to delaythe arrival of' the next birth, or toterminate fertilityand have nomore children. The values of efficacy have beenestimated fromfailure rates forcontraception users given in
Gerdd 1:. Peabodopit
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Sthe 1965 National FertilitySurvey.'4 They range from a lowof 0.44 for Negro
women who had notcompleted high school and whowished to delay the next
birth to a high of 0.8 for white womenwith some college educationwho wished w
terminate child bearing. In theabsence of empirical data,divorced and widowed
women are arbitrarilygiven efficacy values of 1.0;never-married wolilcu arc given
values of efficacy that willreproduce the rates of births tonon-married women.
Fecundability is calculated foreach year from equation (5).Since we simulate
in intervals of a yearrather than a month, the constantF is the probability th1t a
fecund couple will have a livebirth in a year rather than themonthly probability
of conception.is currently solely asterility index; it is 0 forsterile women
and 1 for fecund women.This index is part of cactiwoman's permanent record,
although the probability of herbeing sterile increaseswith her age. The age
deperidehce in F has been given asimple form that roughlyfits the available
empirical data. It is taken to be0 until the age of 17 andthen assumes a constant
value of i until age 28; it thendeclines linearly toO at age48. F2 accounts for the
fact that a couple thathas a birth in one year has areduced probability of having
a birth in the next yeardue to the reduced exposuretime resulting from the
infecund period following abirth.
In assigning values tothe initial population. moreindependent variables are
required than indicated inequations (8) and (9). Sincethe married women in the
initial population havealready had some fertilityexperience, it is necessary to
make the assignment ofadditional desired number ofchildren conditional upon
the current fertility statusof the woman. ThusN* is a function of race and the
wo1nanS current age,parity and length of marriage.A similar procedureshould
be followed for thedesired interval. However, we arenot familiar with anydata
that would enable us to do so.
Simulations with this modelhave been conductedwith an initial population
drawn from the 1960 Census1/1000 sample consistingof 16,321 individuals who
comprise 5,256 households.Simulation runs have beenmade for a period of
ten years, and theresulting simulated birth ratesand other fertility measures
have been comparedwith statistics of the actualexperience in the 1960s.These
initial simulation results areencouraging, and indicate thatthis model can capture
the fertility experienceof the decade of thel960s. Further simulations arc
currently underway tofurther iniprove the modelalignment, and detailedsimula-
tion results will be madeavailable in forthcomingpublications.
4. CHANGES INMARITAL STATUS
nv STEVEN CAI.DwLLL
Marital status is an importantdelmning characteristicof American adultswhich
assumes an immediateimportance for the UrbanInstitute microanalyticmodeling
effort because of its closerelationship to other personaland family attributes,
such as female labor forceparticipatiOfl number andspacing ofchildren,mortality,
N. B. Ryder and C. F.Westoff. op. ciL
153and Family income. To incorporate niantalstatus intO the model,transition probabilities must he generated tomove persons between thesc\'e[al marital states. One set of generating funcioris hasalready been inipknicntedand sunuI_ tions made: that set will he described belowand some simulationresultspresented In addition, recent work has improvedthe conceptualizationand estimationof the functions generating theseprobabilities. Although theyhave not yetbeen implemented in an operating model,these newer versions viIlhe described.
A Tin:OPERATINGMoimi.
Marriage probabilities for never-marriedpersonsgenerallysubstantially lower than those for widowedor divorced persons. Thus,for purposes ofestima- tion the population of all singlepersons is broken into"never-married"arid "all others". For the operatingmodel first-marriageprobabilities havebeen made a function of sex, race, and singleyears of age from 15 through50. Femaleshave generally higher first marriageprobabilities up toage 25 (for whites) and34 (for non-whites): thereafter maleshave higher probabilities,in effect, theage profile of transition probabilitiesboth rises and declinesmore steeply for females.The racial difference inage profiles is also distinct,though perhapson the decline. Non-white males exhibita rather flat age profIle, whichrises fairly rapidlyto a peak at a youngerage but at a considerably lowerlevel than that ofwhite males and then fails onlyvery slowly for the followingIS years. Roughlythe same differences exist betweenwhite and non-whitefemales, with thenon-white peak being earlier but lower, andthe decline considerablyslower. Put anotherway, age seems less usefulas a predictor of first marriagedecisions l'or non-whites. Moreover, for bothsexes and for almost allages recent experiencereveals non- white nuptiality ratesto be substantially lowerthan white rates. In the United States.about one-quarter of allmarriages in ayear are re- marriages. Re-marriageprobabilities for thosewith at leastone marriage terminated by deathor divorce have been takenfrom registrationdata in which the probabilitiesare tabulated by previousmarital status (widowedvs. divorced), age (in three or four broadcategories), andsex. Mean values of'age-sex specific rates for 1960-1966were used: no timetrend on age-sex-maritalstatus specific parameters was included.
Marriage dissolutionsoccur in the model throughdeath or divorce.The mortality function,of course,creates widows andwidowers. Dataon divorce rates reveal that theprobability of divorcegenerally rises toa peak in the third year of marriage anddeclines thereafter.For the thirdyear and beyond,an ex- ponential functionwas estimated relatingdivorce rates to theduration of marriage and used forpredicting divorceprobabilities formarriages ofup to 25 years duration.
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compared to historicaldata. Given thcsmall samplesize utilized(1,554persons in the initialsample) it is difficultto draw meaningful
conclusionsabout the discrepancies; however,it doesappear likely that therecent rapidincrease in divorces beginningin 1967 wasnot accounted forsatisfactorily bythe increasein the number ofmarriages. That is,the rise in thenumber oflow-durationmarriages may not be sufficientto account for theincrease in divorce;it seemslikely that the durationspecific rates alsochanged over time.
B. TuENEWER VERSION
As the model isdeveloped furthera richer set offunctions togenerate prob- abilities of changein maritalstatus will beincorporated. Thesenewer versions are being developedto help remedysome of the majordeficiencies in theoperating characteristicsdescribed above.These deficienciesare: lack of timevariation in thetransitionprobabilities; insufficient policyrelevance of theindependentvariables; importantsocio-economicdifferentials omitted. All threedeficiencies arereally aspectsof the extentto which theexisting functions fall short ofa true structuralmodel of themarriage and diorceprocess. \Vith further developmentand refinementof theoperating characteristicsfor changes
in maritalstatus, we hopeto capture basicattitudes andbehavior thatwill bring
us closer toa structuralmodel and willmake itmore possibleto explore social
OiICissues concerningmarital status. The distributionof thestates of beingsingle (nevermarried), married, separated, divorcedand widowedin the national
population haslong been a
thauer ofpublicconcern, withAmericans seeminggenerally to haveconsidered
marriage to bethe desirablecondition andto have treatedother statesas, to some
degree, "socialproblems". Thusrising divorcerates have beentaken ascause for
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married has received less uttention). The value placed on being married isatleast
partly rooted in evidence showing that, for the U.S., married persons havelower
aeith rates, lower suicide rates, lower usage of facilities for the mentally ill,and
probably also lower rates of alcoholism than those widowed, divorced, or never
married. It is not clear to what extent, if any, these relationships are causal. But
it does seem likely that the possibilities of inter- and intragenerationalmobility,
both for parents and children, are in general influenced by thedistribution and
timing of marital transitions. For example, it has been argued thatcertain of a
child's opportunities depend upon whether or riot he grows up in ahome with
both parents.
The new version of the model for first marriage will include aparameter
which incorporates education differentials determined from analysesof data in
the Survey of Economic Opportunity. Age-sex-race-educationspecific rates are
divided by age-sex-race specific rates, yielding a ratio which is thenused to
distribute these rates among education classes. This education-specificparameter.
however, is not allowed to affect the overall levels of age-race-sexspecific rates
a tracking routine scales theeducation specific ratio up or down to match the
predicted age-race-sex rates. Thus. education is. in effect.used as a selective.
rather than a causative, factor.
In general, education in moderate amounts seems to increasethe marriage
rates. Those with a high school education marry athigher rates than the average
for nearly all ages. The least attractive partners,(strictly from the point of view
of marriage probabilities), especially at middle age orabove, seem to be those
with the least education followed by those with the most.it has been hypothesized
that women "marry up" in socioeconomic status;consequently, high status
women and low status men shouldhave the hardest time finding partners and
thus have relatively low marriage probabilities. Thoughsuch an effect is not easy
to locate in available data, collegeeducated women have tended to have lower
marriage rates than other women and than college educatedmales.
Using retrospective data on age at first marriage from the1960 census, we
are now trying to decomposefirst marriage rates by race and sex into three
separate effects:
an age efIectthe hypothesisbeing that there is a constant tendency to
marry as a function of age;
a cohort effect thehypothesis being that all persons born the same
year and sharing the samenational social atmosphere over their life-
times have a specific bias about marriage, a greater orlesser enthusiasm
for it, which manifests itself in a specific probability atwhich members
of the cohort tend to marry which is more or lessthan the rate of an
average cohort;
a year effect---the hypothesisbeing that a given year. for economic or
other reasons. has a certain depressing orstimulating effect on first
marriage rates.
First results from this approach, using parametersestimated from an analysis
of variance technique, are promising. The age parameters areall significant and
fit a smooth curve with the expected shape. Thecohort parameters exhibit an
increasing tendency to marry for recent cohorts.And the year parameters seem
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to be sensitiveto wars and economictrends. We willaueinpt toUSC theyear effect parametersas a dependent variablewith economicOutputs fromthemacro
model as independentvariables. 11 successful,this wouldprovide aninteresting additional link betweenthe macro andmicro models. The importance ofsuch a decompositionof theindependentvariables isthat
it moves us towarda more meaningfulpolicy simulationcontext by puttingmore realistic constraintson the ways in whichwe can vary firstmarriage
probabilities Furthermore, this doesallow timevariation inrates, whichmeans wemight
better capturepast experience.
Analyses of datain the Surveyof EconomicOpportunityallowus to incorporate additionaldifferentials intothe re-marriagefunctions:race, educa- tion, and length oftime since marriageended. Again,education istreated asa distributive factorin this function.We also havedata for fourtime periods (1960-1966, 1950-1959,1940-1949, 1930-1939)so this opensup somepossibility
of capturinga time trend in these
parameters. However,only quiteclear trends
will beincorporated. Thepossibility ofputting in a timetrend simplyfor simula- tion purposes isahvays open.
Given thata set of males andfemales have"decided tomarry," theyvill be
ranked accordingto theirrace, education,age and perhapsother variables.The
two lists will thenbe mergedto create a marriagein which thepartners matchas
well as possible.Left over malesor females will beplaced in thelists forthe
following year.If onesex is consistentlyin excess, thiswill in effectreplicate the phenomenon of the"marriage squeeze."
Divorce probabilitiesare increased insophistication byaddingdifferentials
by (I)race, (2) education,and (3) numberof children.Number ofchildren could
be alloweda causal impact,which mightaccount forsome portion ofthe sharp
rise in divorcerates in 1967-1970,since the numberof childrenis inverselyrelated
to divorceprobability andfamily sizedeclinedover that period, Finally, we willcreate a filthmarital status
category--separation.We do
this forpurposes of familyincome calculation.Separatedpersons are presently treated as marriedin our model,but in generalwe know theymust supportseparate
residences,automobiles, etc.Further, theincidence ofseparation isespecially
high amongnon-whites. Thus,to avoid givingan artificiallyoptimistic pictureof
the non-whitepopulationwe will createa function whichseparates marriage
partners. Itspurpose will simplybe toreproduceapproximately theincidence
of separationin thepopulation. In thecase ofdivorceor separation,both assetsand childrenmust be allocated.
\Ve willarbitrarilyassign allchildren to thefemale. In thecase of asset division, we have yetto find anydata to guideus. Some of themost interestingsimulationexperiments, whenthe larger model
is completedand running,will haveto do withthe following: most important,examining theeffects of earlymarriage on fertility,labor
forceparticipation,completededucation andwealthaccumulation; examining theeffects ofdivorceon subsequentlife histories,including
the historiesof childreninvolved; and, if itproves fruitfulto include inthe marriagefunction year-specific parameters relatedto the dynamicsof themacro economy,examining
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the interactions of macroeconomicpolicy and marriage decisionsthrough
such intervening variables as laborforce participation and fertility.
5. COMPUTERIMPLEMENTATiON
li'i' GEoRitSAI)0wsKY
Our microanalytic simulationmodel of the U.S. household sectoris currently
being implemented on aPDP-l0 computer manufactured bythe Digital Equip-
ment Corporation. ThePDP-l0 computer is a highspeed electronic stored
program digital computerwhich operates in a "time sharing"mode. The P1)P-lO
used for our work is physicallylocated at The Brookings Institution inWashington,
D.C., which is approximatelyone-half mile away from our oIhces.Its configura-
tion includes 98,304 36-bitwords of immediate access memory(of which a
maximum of about 70,000 words areavailable to any one user), 3dernountable
disk drives each having acapacity of approximatelY5,000,000 words of random
access storage, 3IBM-compatible magnetic tape drives, apunch card reader, a
line printer, 5 DECtape drives(a low speed, specialized tapedrive), and corn-
inunications equipment controllingteletypewriter terminals. The computeris
accessed by members of theresearch staffs of several socialscience research
organizations in the Washington area.Access to the computer isobtained through
teletypewriterS which areconnected at the user's endthrough acoustic couplers
to standard voicecommunication public telephonelines emanating from the
computer.
The PDP-lO computer is a"time-sharing' system in the sensethat it allows
many users concurrentaccess to its computing resourcesand that its software
is designed primarily forinteractive use. Users of such a systemtypically engage
in a "dialogue' with the computersystem: a user will type acommand to the
computer system using atypewriter-like device and will receive arepltyped on
the same device indicatingthe outcome of his request.The computing system
may prompt the user toask for more informationduring the process of fulfilling
the request.
A major difference betweenthis method of usingcomputing machinery,
often called interactive oron-line computing, and itshistorical alternative, batch
computing, is that an interactive user canmake decisions concerning hisresearch
or programming strategyin a sequential mannerwith assistance from thefeed-
back supplied by the computerwhereas the user of abatch computing system
must either prespecify alonger sequence of operationsor use more system
resources and moreof his own time to obtainsuch flexibility. Interactive com-
puting systems are feasiblebecause of the greatdisparity between the speeds at
which computers and peoplefunction and because of thedisparate requirements
placed upon a computer systemby members of its userpopulation. The PDP-l0
interactive computingsyStemis analogous to a chess masterwho can play "simul-






more and think more quickly than his opponents. In the same manner, uiinter-
active computer circulates among its users and allocates its resources to their
requirements according to a predetermined systeill of pmiorities.
An integrated system of computer programs named N'IASI I (an acronym
representing ''MicroAnalytic Simulation of households'') is being written for
the PDP- 10 to help develop, implement and use the family of microanalytic
models that will result fromthe microanalytic research etlorts ot our stair aiitl
of others. The basic unit ofsiniulation within this family of models is the interview
unit. As defined by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, ii consists of all individuals in
a household or other housing unit who are related to each other by blood, marriage
or adoption. An interview unit may contain one or more families, and each iiunily
may contain one or more persons. Thus, each unit of simulation has a three-level
hierarchic structure or tree structure.
Within the MASH system, each interview unit. faniiland person are
assigned names (which are positive integers for prograuhining Con venience). for
every initial simulation population. the initial set of' data describing each inter-
view unit, family, and person is assigned to and is stored in a specific logical
address occupied by that interview unit, family, or person. In addition, cross
reference information is generated that defines the structure of' that initial simula-
tion population. Membership lists generated contain the ''names'' of all families
initially contained within each interview unit and the "names" of allpersons
initially contained within each Iuimily. Address lists generated contain the current
logical "address' within computer storage of each interview unit, family, and
person in the population. The data for each person include the "name'' of the
family containing him, and the data for each family include the ''name'' of the
interview unit in which the fuimily is contained. These membership lists, address
lists and containment pointers deilne the structural relationships between entities
within the simulation population.
As demographic processes are applied to the simulation population, the
initial population structure will change. New names will be assignedto new births,
and the data describing the newly born child, including inherited characteristics,
will be stored in a new logical person address assigned to the child.Marriages
and divorces will generally cause a new family and perhaps alsoa new interview
unit to be created. Deaths will annihilatea person and possibly a family and an
inuerview unit also. For each structural change, the cross reference information
is adjusted to reflect the change. In addition, whenevera person changes his
family affiliation or creates a new family, the data for theperson are moved to a
new "address" and the person's address list entry is altered. The person'snew
family name and a code denoting his reason for leaving his oldfamily are added
to the person data at the old address, and the person's old familyname and a
code denoting his reason for joining hisnew family are included in the person's
data at his new address. After the person has been moved,the data in his old address
are preserved indefinitely by the system. Thus, every simulationgenerates a
genealogical record of population structure changes.This information is useful
both for programming purposes while building themodel and for implementing
operating characteristics that require transfers of informationamong related
persons and family units. One use of this genealogical structure isto provide a
160mechanism for the inheritance of itscts when a foniily is dissolved due to (lie
deaths of all its members.
An important component of the \lASl 1 \Vtcm ithe use of machine readable
codehooks for all population data delinit ion and doculllerltation, A MASH
codehooka uk ul' duciiiiieiitaioii tha[ exisis physically as a deck of punch
cards or its machine-readable equivalent oii magnetic tape or magnetic disk
storage. Each sample stir vey population tile that is rea(l by M !\SH must he
defined by such a codebook, and a codchook is automatically generated forevery
new population file that M ASI-1 creates. Lach codebook contains'. (I) a precise
definition of all record types contained in the file(2) the physical specifications
and format layout for each typeofrecord in thc life(3) the unique name, niode,
position and label of each attribute (field) in each record(4) for each attribute.
an exhaustive listofvalues that it can take on and associated labels defining the
meaning of eachofthese valuesaild (5) sullicient lice form text to provide
additional tile,i-ecord and attribute documentation in human readable form.
Such a codebook not only provides a unified and complete source of data docu-
mentation. but it also allows users of the NI ASIi system to reference any popula-
tion attributes by specifying the name of the attribute alone.
In addition to providing interactive computing ser\ ices, the P1)P- tO com-
puter system allows its users to main lain on-line i'andom access program and
data files of moderately large size. MASH utilizes this feature of the Pl)P- 10 by
maintaining its entire current niicrosimulation population.its address and
memhershp lists, the machine readable codebook describing the population, the
user's dictionary of attribute, code and sample definitions, and the time series
data bank in on-line random access storage. This lorm of data organization
provides a number ofsignitIcant advantages for microsimulation modelling. First,
the mecha nisms for making structural changes wit hiii the sirnulatioii populations
are considerably simpler than they would be within a sequential file processing
environment, Second, data browsing functions become quite easy to provide.
The MASH user can examine and change any attribute of any entity' of the sin'tula-
tion population quickly and at very low cost. Finally, on-line decumentation
allows the MASH user to refer to attributes solely by name and can provide him
with properly labelled output or an interactive basis, The availability of' on-line
storage devices having substantial capacity is as essential to the viability of the
MASH system as itLiOWexists as is the interactive computing environment.
The Fortran IV programming language was chosen as the major impienlenta-
tion language for tile MASH system for a number of reasons.Among tlieni were:
(I) widespread knowledge and readability of' Fortran IV among programmers:
(2) efficiency of programming process using a high-level language: (3) ease of
interlacing Fortran IV programs with assembly languace subroutines: (4) relative
ease of exporting and importing programs to and from other computer centers:
and (5) existence of an acceptable Fortran IV translator on the tDP-lO. Some
10 assembly language subprograms have been added for reasons ofefliciency.
The MASH system is designed to be used at different levels for different
purposes. For the research user there exists a free form, high level, interactive
control language that allows him to create initial simulation populations, control
a simulation process based on any one model, examine his population data in
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any sequence of his choosing, lake censuses of his population and
perform a
variety of statistical analyses. The existence of this language reflectsa belief that
productive research is encouraged in an environment thatprovides aresearcher with computing tools sulliciently powerful f'or him to be in directcontawith and control over his computing activities.
Unfortunately it would be prohibitively expensive toexpand such acontrol language to contain the complexity required fora general nhicrosjn1[Il1tjon
language, and primarily for this reason the programmingimplementation of the
model's operating characteristics is clone in FortranIV, with sollieassistance inherent in the MASH system structure. Once theMASH system iscomplete, we expect that a custodial programmer will be associatedwith the systemto perform the programming required by the inevitableexteiisioii alterationand
maintenance of the model and the education functionsassociated with anongoing computer-intensive research project.
The present repertoire of MASH commandsmay be categorized in the
following functional areas: (I) entering andmodifying definitions,displaying user defined entities, and other "housekeeping" chores;(2) creating initialsimula- tion populations: (3) data browsing; (4)microsiniulation control andexecution (5) taking censuses and obtaining statisticaloutputs; and (6) adding to,modifying and displaying sections of time seriesdata bank and performingaggregate statistical analysis. The MASHsystem is organized internallyas a modular
interpreter, and this form oforganization allows us to addto the command
repertoire as our experience with thesystem grows and as we evolvenew com- puting tasks for it. We also intendto modify the syntax of existingconinlands so that it parallels as closelyas possible the language andconcepts of social science research.
The scope and character ofthis high level, interactivecommand language and some functionsare best displayed for the purposes ofthis paper by a hypo- thetical computerrun using MASH. The example belowis indicative of the command language, but doesnot encompass the entireset of commands.
Let us suppose thata researcher named Gomez wishesto perform a micro- simulation of the householdsector using a model whichcontains a known set of operating characteristics.In general, most of theseoperating characteristics will be embedded withinthe MASH program, althoughfor the purposes of policy










Number of families ininterview unit
An urban/ruralcode
Total family income




DEBTS Amount of family debt
FARMVALUE Value of farm, if any exists
TAXESPAIDFederal taxes paid by the family
PENSiONS Value of private pensions received by family
SOCSEC Value of public pensions received by family
NET WORTHNet worth of family
Person AGE Age of person
RACE Code for race of person
SEX Code for sex of person
WAGES Yearly wages received by person
WEEKS No. of weeks person worked
MARRY Code for marital status of person
JOB Occupation code for person
HIGHG RADEHighest grade of school completed
To initiate his simulation activity, the researcher sits at his computer console.
dials the computer arid makes the connection between the two. He obtains
access to the system by entering his account number and his confidential "pass-
word." He then enters MASH by typing:
RUN MASH
Each user of the MASH system has his own dictionary which may he used to
store variable definitions, recodes, commonly used commands and other system
entities. A user would often initially instruct the system to use his dictionary in
the event he might want to retrieve from or store into it. To do this, he types:
USE DICTIONARY BELONGING TO GOMEZ:
in order to perform a microsimulation, an initial population must he con-
structed. The user may include in this population only those attributes and those
simulation units that he specifies. Simulation populations are identified by
number, and the user declares his intention to describe one by typing:
DESCRIBE POPULATION NUMBER 71:
Information about where to obtain the data for this initial population and how to
interpret it are transmitted to MASH in the statement:
EXTRACT FROM SURVEY FILE SEO67 ON UNIT 20
DESCRIBED BY CODEBOOK C0D67 ON UNIT 21;
The attributes to be included in the initial population are then specified in one
or more statements of the following type:
INCLUDE SURVEY ATTRIBUTES REGION, NUMFAM;
INCLUDE SURVEY A11TRIBUTES TOTINCOME, ASSETS,
DEBTS. NETWORTH, SOCSEC, PENSIONS,
NUMPERSONS, FARMVALUE, TAXESPAID;
Since typing lists of names repeatedly is time consuming, the user is given the
option of defining a list of names and then referencing the attributes indirectly
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through the name of the list. ihe list sull he stored ii) the uSCts (iiCtIoi1iras lie
has defined it. and can he referenced 1w name by him (flu tilL! suhse(luentruns
For example tile following slatenlen ts include all the pern attributeslisted
above in the initial simulation population
DEFiNE LIST LABOR DATA AS WEEKS. JOB. WAGES
DEFINE LIST DEMOGRAI'HY AS MARRY, AGE. RA(
INCLUDE SURVEY A11'RIBIJTE LIST 1)EMO(iRApl IY:
INCLUDE SURVEY ATTRIBUTE LIST LAI3ORDATA
INCLUI)E SURVEY ATTRIBUTE HIGEIGRADE:
Some attributes are not defined within tile original samplesurvey data and
must be imputed to simulation units as the initial SifliuliLt Oil l)OPtilationis created
The computer instructions to perform the imputationare similar to those that
define an operating characteristic, and tIie\have already been addedto the
system by the custodial)r0gritmflier. Tile doctinientation that describesthis
attribute has previously been entered in another machinereadable file,the
attribute library. This library contains attribute definitionsfor newly created
attributes in much the same way that the codehookdescribing a tile contains
attribute definitions for attributes whose valuesare recorded within that tile An
example of such an attribute is the number of children desiredby a family: it is
an important variable fur determining the probability ofOccurrence of a birth
Such attributes arc included in the collection ofattributes for the initial popula-
tion by executing a statement of the form
INCLUDE LIBRARY Arl'RIBul'E KlDSWANTED
MASH includes a facility for generatinga time series of values for an
attribute at an individual unit level. Forexample, suppose it is desiredto observe
peak net worth achieved and taxes paidby families during thecourse of the
simulation, and in addition tilemost recent values of public and private pensions
received for the last fIve years. Jhe followingcommands achieve this:
GENERATE HIGHEST 3 YEARSERIES I:OR
NETWORTH. TAXESPAID
GENERATE LAST 5 YEAR SERIESFOR IENSIONS. SOCSF.C:
For each series to begenerated, a sequence of'new attributes is generated. e.g.
NETWORTHOI NETWORTHO7NETWORTI103 for each entityinthe population having NETWORTHas an attributei.eall fomilies These ne',v
attributes are initially undefined.As the simulationprogresses, sequential values of the attribute in timeare considered for retentionavalues of tile generated
attributes according to thecriterion specified in the GENERATEconlniand. Thus, for example. if thispopulation were used ast lie basis for a simulation of'
three years ormore, tfien after tile stmulationwas finished each family would have values of the attributesNETWORTHOI NETWORTHO2and NETWORTHO3
correspondhing to the highest valuesof' the attribute NETWORTI-Jgenerated by
I (4the simulation for that family. Using I Ii is command, time series may he generated
on an individual basis for any set ol attributes at a!l levels of the hierarchical
simulation unit.
After all desired atirihu les have been specified Fr nd uion in the pc'pulation
and all time series have been described, the initial population can he drawn.
The command to in it late this act ion is:
CREATE POPUI.ATION:
Each interview unit in the self-weighting sample survey tile SEOo7 will appear
in the initial simulation population identifIed by the number 71i.e.. no sub-
selection of interview units viIl have taken place. II' subselection were desired, it
could easily be accomplished by defining a .swnplc of interview units and extracting
only those interview units that satisfied the sanpledefinition. Forexample. suprose
that only single family interview units living in urban areas (U RI3AN code of 2)
were desired. The following command defines a sample of interview units named
U R BAN I and stores the definition in the user's dictonarv:
DEFINE SAMPLE URBANI 01: INTUN1T AS NUMFAM =
ANt). URBAN = 2:
Then the command:
CREATE POPULATION USING SAMI'LE URBAN I:
will restrict the initial simulation population to only those interview units that
satisfy the definition of URBAN I.
Data browsing commands alloa MASH riser to examine the contents of a
newly created population or the results of a partial or total simulation. For
example, suppose it is desired to search for an old person and examine his pension
status and family structure. The following dialogue might take place (MASH
responses are underlined):
FIND FIRST PERSON WITH AGE>65:
PERSON 23 FOUND
EXHIBIT STRUCTURE OF PERSON 23:
INTUNIT 6 CONTAINS IFAMII.Y
FAMILY 7 LIVES AT ADDRESS 8 AND CONTAINS 3 PERSONS
PERSON 23 LIVES AT ADDRESS 23
PERSON 24 LIVES AT AI)DRESS 24
PERSON 25 LIVES AT ADDRESS 25
WHAT IS AGE OF PERSON 23?:
74... AGE iN YEARS
WHAT IS AGE OF PERSON 24?:
68...AGE IN YEARS
WHAT IS AGE OF PERSON 25?:
44.. . AGE IN YEARS
InSLOOK AT FAMILY 7;
WHAT ARE PENSIONS
1760.. VALUE IN DOLLARS
WHAT IS SOCSEC?
825. .. VALUE IN DOLLARS
WHAT ARE VAGES OF PERSON23!;
0..VALUE IN DOLLARS
WHAT ARE WAGES OF PERSON24?:
520... VALUE IN DOLLARS
WHAT IS MARRY?;
2. .. MARRIED, SPOUSE PRESENT
WHAT ARE WAGES OFPERSON 25?;
2350... VALUE IN DOLLARS
FIND NEXT PERSONAFTER PERSON 24WITH AGE= 65; PERSON 48 FOUND
Simulation controlcommands allow the MASI-iuser to proceed withhis simulation run in an incrementalmanner. For example, toadvance the simula- tion population forwardone year in time, executingthe followingcommjpd will suflice:
SIMULATE FOR 1 YEARUSING POPULATION71;
Suppose that it is desiredto observe the effect ofthe simulationon people who are at least 65 years old. Theresults of the previousbrowsing commandscan be combined with the incrementalsimulation commandsto halt the simulationfor further browsing. Forexample:
PAUSE AT INTUNIT6:
SIMULATE FOR 1YEAR USINGPOPULATION 71: AT INTUNIT 6









10900... VALUE IN DOLLARS
PAUSE AT INTUNIT II:
CONTINUE
The browsing and simulation controlcommandsmay be interspersed toprovide
on-linecontrolofany simulation. If itis desired,originalor calculated values of
any attribute may bechanged by using the CHANGEcommand:
CHANGE PENSIONS OF FAMILY 7 TO1800;
VALUE IN DOLLARS
CHANGE NETWORTH TO 11708;
VALUE IN DOLLARS
CONTINUE;
Output is obtained by the userin two forms: (1) samplesurveysof the
simulated population; and (2)tabular and statistical outputs.Sample surveys
allow the MASH user toextractfrom a simulation population a newdata file,
defined by an accompanying systemgenerated codebook, containing onlythose
attributes and those observationsthe user wants. For example, supposeit is
desired to obtain froma simulated populationasset, income, and tax datafor all
familiesthatpaid some Federal tax. Thefollowing MASH commands:
DEFINE SAMPLETAXPAYERS OF FAMILY ASTAXESPAID> 0;
CONDUCT SURVEY TAXEDOF FAMILIES OBTAINING
NUMPERSONS, ASSETS,TOTINCOME, NETWORTH,TAXESPAID
GENERATING CODEBOOKTAXCB ON SAMPLE TAXPAYERS;
will producearectangulardata file namedTAXEDcontaining one observation
foreachsimulated familythat paid someFederal taxinthe last year of the
simulation. Each observation willcontain five data valuescorresponding to the
five attributes listed inthe CONDUCT command. Amachine readable code-
book file named TAXCBwill also be produced; TAXCBwill describe the sample
survey file TAXED.These files may be usedwith other, independent computer
programs on either thePDP-l0 computer or another computerto perform any
analysis for which programs exist.
Statistical and tabular outputs canalso be generated directlywithin the
MASH system. To compute aregression equation of personal wages as afunction
of age, race, sex and educationfor all persons working atleast 47 weeks per year,
it is only necessary to executethe following MASH statements:
DEFINE SAMPLE FULLYEAROF PERSON AS WEEKS47:
COMPUTE REGRESSION OFWAGES ON AGE. RACE, SEX,
HIGHGRADE ON SAMPLEFULLYEAR;
167Suppose it is desired to tabulate the distribtitioziOf iflöfl bytakes paid foreith family in the sample. Each attribute must first hecoded, orclassjtjelinto ifltcr'11f, The intervals are defined in the form ot'acode:
DEFINE CODE MONEY AS (*0= II --2000=2.200t-4)O_ 4001 6000=4/ 6001 10000=5l0000-25006. 25000*7).
Each term of the code statement specificsa mapping, or fLirictiotial
transfornit_ tion.ofa rangeofmoney values unto an integer value.For exampleall valu between 2001 and 4000 are to he mappedmto the value 3. Thesymbol '"repre- sents either the lowest value possibleor the highest valuepossible withinthc computer depending upon which sideofthe hyphen it appears.Codes areapplied by defining new attributes fs in the followingexamples:
DEFINE ATTRIBUTE CODEDYOF FAMILy ASTOTINC'OME CODEDBY MONEY:
DEFINE ATTRIBUTE CODEDIAXOF FAMiLY ASTAXESPAID CODED.BY MONEY:
In practice, a code havingsoniewhat different intervalswould he definedand applied to the tax variable. Generatingcross-tabulation output is thenperf'ormed by executing the command:
COMPUTE CROSSTAB OFCODEDy, CODEDIAX-
ifthe cross-tabulationwere desired for only those familieswhich were "notia poverty" according toa standard definition, andifpercentage distributionswere desired, the followingcommands would obtain theoutput:
DEFINE SAMPLE NO1'POOROF FAMILY ASTOTINCOIE >= 1000 + 800*NUMPERSONS
COMPUTE CROS5TAIOF CODEDyCODEDTAX WITH ROWPCTS COLPCTSCELLPCTS ON SAMPLENOTPOOR:
For purposes of efficiencyand automatic schedulingof outputgeneration, output procedures can be groupedinto CCHSUSCS whichcan be scheduled tooccur auto- matically. For example,suppose that the aboveregression andcross-tabulation are to be computed everytwo years during thecourse ofa simulation. TheMASt-I user would enter the followingcommands:
DEFINE PROCEDUREREG AS COMPUTEREGRESSION OF WAGES ONAGE, RACE. SEX.HIGHGRADE ON SAMPLE FULLYEAR-
DEFINE PROCEDUREXTAB AS COMPUTECROSSTAB OF CODEDY,CODEDTAX WITHROWPCTS COLPCTS CELLPCTS ON SAMPLENQTPOOR
DEFINE CENSUSBIENNIAL AS REG.XTAB
TAKE CENSUSBIENNIAL EVERy2 YEARS:
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tThe MASH system is currently being extended to include an aggregate time
series data bank which will form the data base for the macroeconomic portion
of the model. Commands planned to access and manipu!ate the data hank include
statements of the form:
USE DATABANK BELONGING 1'O ORCUTT:
ENTER SERIES GNP FROM 1929 TO 1937 AS 94.3. 91.7,
72.6. 78.5, 86.9. 88.2, 89.7. 96.1, 98.6:
CHANGE SERIES GNP IN 1931 TO 70.6:
RELABEL SERIES GNP TO GNPCONP:
TYPE TABLE FROM 1946 TO 1957 OF SERIES GNP. INVEST.
CONSUMP. EXPORTS, MONEYSUPLY:
TYPE INDEX FOR MY DATABANK:
LAG GNP BY I. CREATING GNP.LAGGED:
CLOSE DATABANK:
Little has been said about the integration of' the operating characteristics of
a microanalytic model into the MASH system. This step is accomplished in
MASH without much difficulty by relying upon a traditional programming
language. Fortran IV. and a custodial programmer to function as the intcrtiice
between non-programming model builders and the computer programs contain-
ing the model. The derivation of' operating characteristics for this class of models
is sufficiently challenging and difficult that the model builder should not he
restricted in his effort by being concerned with (and often restricted by) the details
of the process of implementation.
Work is currently proceeding in several areas: (I) the refinement and ex-
tension of the set of operating characteristics basic to the structure of our model:
(2) the integration of the auxiliary macro model with the microanalytic simulation
model: and (3) programming and testing the MASH system which implements
them. We expect to have an initial model implemented shortly. Following this
first implenieniation will be a continuing process of extension, revision and
modification as new useful knowledge becomes available and as new demands
are placed upon the model by researchers and policy makers. It is our hope that
those demands can be met successfully as a result of our present efforts.
lIi(' 1.. i!' in Inst i lute
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